The setting is a boom town in the legendary “Wild West” of the United States, circa 1870. Unknown to the human denizens of the town, they share their home with hundreds of fae, magical creatures who stay out of sight but nonetheless steer the course of human events in the human town. Each player will play one human and one fae character in the game.

We start by fleshing out the town and the human population. Go around one at a time and pick a human from the list below. Give the human a name and answer the questions. You are not committing to selecting this human as your one human character yet. We are just giving life to the town. Go around until all humans from the list have been fleshed out and all questions have been answered.

Humans
Sheriff
What are the major threats to law and order around here?
Who, if anyone, pays you to have the law bent in their favor?
Saloon Owner: 
What services does the saloon offer?
Who is forbidden from setting foot inside the establishment, and why?
Gunslinger
Someone is coming looking for you. Who and why?
Besides yourself, what one person in town would you kill to protect?
Gambler
You left the big city back East running from something. What is it?
You own someone in town big-time, money or favor. Who and why?
Prospector
You found something inexplicable out in the hills. What was it?
You harbor a deep hatred for one person in town. Who and why?
Mayor
Generally, what is your plan for how the town will make it big?
Who is your major obstacle to riding this town to fame and wealth?
Rancher
Describe your land, or your family, or your gang.
Who is the one ally you can count on in town when things get rough?
Preacher
What are the greatest moral perils in this town?
Who is the person most responsible for the perditious state of the town?
Outlaw
Describe your gang and what trouble you’re up to.
Who do you just know you’re going to have to kill one of these days?
Pinkerton Agent
You’re on the trail of a major case from back East. What is it?
Who in town do you suspect knows more than they seem?


Now, each player selects one human character and adds some more detail to them:
What difficult immediate goal are you striving for?
What is your relationship to the other players’ human characters?
Choose three separate one-word aspects that describe your character

Each player will now pick a different race of fae. There is a small band of these fae living in town, and you will play them whenever they come into play. You will pick one important individual in particular as your fae character for the game. Your fae is intimately connected to the human character of the player to your RIGHT. Look at that human’s goal and pick one of these:
Your fae generally supports the goal, but redirected in a way that makes it harder to accomplish
Your fae supports the goal, but know of a major supernatural obstacle to it
Your fae opposes the goal, and will try to thwart them


Then pick a fae race that suits.
Fae
Imps: Fiery creatures who feed on human emotions and can enhance them when they choose.
Brownies: Homey creatures who are able to perform magic on small objects: levitation, charms.
Pixies: Winged haughty fae who have the power of creating illusions.
Canotila: A native race of fae who are acrobatic, and can charm animals.
Coblynau: Came to the new world with Welsh miners. Protective of humans, they can have influence over earth and stone, and can whisper into the minds of humans.
Trolls: A tribal race of fae who raid other fae and human stockpiles. They have the ability to inspire unusual determination in humans.
Mannegishi: An indigenous race of fae who live in rocky outcroppings. They have the ability to cause malfunctions in human objects.
Sprites: A wild race who enjoy all other fae races, flying without wings. They have power over the air, and are able to create small sparks of electricity.
Bogles: Cavern dwellers who disguise themselves as common objects. Through mental trickery, they can control human actions.

The fae are all wee folk, 4” or so in height. Humans are entirely unaware of the fae living among them. They are either invisible or seem to be small animals. Exceptional individuals, or those who are very drunk, may be able to get glimpses of their true nature.

For your fae character, give them a name and list three one-word aspects 

Resolution
Each side of a conflict gets 3 random cards from a standard deck. There can be more than two sides to a conflict. If a fae is using their magic to help a side, give that side two additional cards. High card wins. Losing side can choose to keep one of their cards to add to the next conflict they are in.

